Friction is one of the main heat generation mechanisms in Friction Stir Welding (FSW). This phenomenon occurs between the pin and the workpiece as the rotating tool moves along the weld line. An accurate friction model is essential for obtaining realistic results in a FSW simulation in particular temperature, forces and torque. In this work, a modified Norton's friction law is developed. The suggested enhanced friction model aims at providing not only the realistic temperature field but also the forces and torque. This model does not exclusively relate the frictional shear stress to the sliding velocity; conversely it takes into account the effect of non-uniform pressure distribution under the shoulder, as this latter has an important role in the process of heat generation. Longitudinal, transversal and vertical forces and torque are numerically calculated. The effect of the enhanced friction model is reflected in these forces. In particular, it leads to a more realistic estimation of the transversal and longitudinal forces in comparison with the results obtained using former models. The friction model is successfully validated by the experimental measurements provided by the industrial partner (Sapa). The experimental analysis is performed for the material characterization, the calibration of the friction model and, more generally, the assessment of the overall numerical strategy proposed for the FSW simulation.
Introduction
In Friction Stir Welding (FSW), a rotating tool with a given profile moves forward along the weld line. The frictional contact between the FSW tool and the workpiece as well as and the plastic dissipation are responsible for the heat generation and softening of the material. As the tool moves forward, the weld is being formed by material stirring. The frictional heat generation occurs predominantly under the shoulder, due to its greater surface area. The contact condition between the shoulder and the workpiece can be of sliding or sticking types, depending on the value of the tangential shear strength. This strength is a function of the temperature and the strain rate.
At the first glance, the process is simple as it involves only the movement of a tool through a weld line. However, the real FSW mechanism is complex as it is highly nonlinear and coupled. The strong coupling between the temperature field and the material behaviour does not permit to rely on simple tribological tests for representing the friction behaviour in FSW. Either measurements must be carried out while actually executing FSW (which is not trivial) or numerical simulations must be performed. Veljic et al. [1] deal with the heat generation during plunge stage in FSW. They developed a 3D finite element model in the commercial code ABAQUS/Explicit. Coulomb's friction law is used for expressing the frictional heat generated by the tool. They find that the heat generated by friction is predominant and affects the slip rate of the tool against the workpiece while the material stirring is related to the heat generated by plastic deformation. Colegrove et al. [2] analyse several FSW modelling techniques: 1) limiting the maximum shear stress at the contact surface allowing for the shoulder to slip on the workpiece, 2) calibration of the maximum shear stress used by the contact model with the heat generation from the friction process obtained from experiments. Their model captured many of the real process characteristics, but provided poor predictions of the welding forces and over-prediction of the weld temperature. In [3] , the FSW process of AA2024-T3 material using different metal sheet thickness is analysed. They show that about 85% in the heat generation in FSW comes from the frictional process. The stirring effect generated by the welding tool becomes less important in FSW of thick workpieces. In [4] , two friction models (Coulomb's and modified Coulomb's laws) are compared in a fully coupled thermo-mechanical numerical model. A small difference between these models is observed using low rotating speeds. For high rotating speed, Coulomb's model fails as the shear stress at the interface is not limited, while the modified Coulomb's model may be used. In the previous works of the authors the effect of slip and stick conditions on circular and non-circular pin shapes was analysed [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Up to now, the FSW contact conditions are generally considered to be either fully stick (heat generated by plastic dissipation) or slip (heat generated by friction). However, these assumptions are restrictive. A combination of those is presented in [5] to identify the contact conditions in FSW processes. The thermal and mechanical outcomes obtained with prescribed stick and slip conditions are assessed by means of comparison with experiments. Hamilton et al in [13] , develop a thermal model for FSW analysis in which a slip factor based on the energy per unit length of weld is considered. The proposed model predicts correctly the maximum temperature for a wide range of energy levels while under predicts the temperature for low energy levels (in the latter case the heat generated via plastic deformation dominates). In reference [14] , experimental and numerical models of the friction stir processing technique are presented. A conventional tool without a pin is used. During the trials, the tool temperature, torque and forces acting on the tool are measured. As an initial simplification to the model, only heat generation due to the friction between tool and the workpiece is considered while the heat generation due to plastic deformation is not taken into account. Zhang et al [15] develop an Eulerian model which is validated experimentally. They conclude that the increase of the slipping velocity is the main source of the heat input according with the increase of the rotating speed. They assume that the frictional stresses at both the shoulder contact surface and the pin surface are constant. Fagan et al [16] focus on the development of a friction stir forming model using a solid mechanics approach through Material Point Method (MPM). Their model includes heat transfer processes due to plastic dissipation as well as frictional heating. In this work a Coulomb's friction law is assumed. Assidi et al. [17] develop a friction model for FSW simulation calibrated by experimental measurements. The main feature of the numerical approach is to compute the contact and frictional interaction between the plate and the FSW tool. The sensitivity of the welding forces and tool temperatures to friction coefficients is attained using Norton's friction model. Vertical and horizontal forces and tool temperatures are accurately recorded at steady state. In reference [33] , the thermal behavior during the FSW process is simulated using ABAQUS. Coulomb's friction model is modified to calculate temperature dependent friction coefficient values. They show the strong dependence of the heat generation on the tool rotating and advancing speed. In reference [34] , they use a parallel ALE formulation developed in Forge® finite element code to model the defects such as flashes and worm holes. The friction at the tool/workpiece interface is modeled using Norton's friction law. Calibration of thermomechanical material parameters and the friction model is performed by assessing the measured forces, torques and temperatures for two finite element frameworks: Eulerian and ALE. More references on the heat generation sources can be found in [18] , where thermomechanical conditions during FSW of polymers are detailed.
To better understand the complex mechanisms in FSW processes, a fully coupled thermo-mechanical model together with a suitable friction model to properly describe the tribological condition at the tool/workpiece interface is desirable. Hence, the aim of this work is to present an enhanced friction model that accounts for the actual process behaviour including the effect of viscosity and pressure distribution below the tool. The frictional shear stress is related to the sliding velocity through a process-dependent friction parameter. in this work, an enhanced friction model is addressed to provide a more realistic thermo-mechanical response in comparison with the previous proposals. The suggested friction model accounts for the relative velocity as well as effect of non-uniform pressure distribution under the shoulder. The effect of the enhanced friction model results in an improved estimation of forces in FSW. This paper also presents the calibration of the proposed friction model by comparing the results of a 3D analysis with the experimental evidence provided by the industrial partner (Sapa).
The outline of the paper is the following. In the next section, the friction model proposed for the simulation of FSW is presented. Section 3 briefly describes the solution strategy to perform the numerical simulation of the FSW process used in this work. Section 4 is devoted to the solution of a 2D benchmark for the assessment of the friction model. Finally, a 3D model is analysed numerically and experimentally validated in Section 5.
Friction models
In FSW, the friction law characterizes the friction law at the contact interface between the tool and the workpiece according to their relative sliding movement. Several friction laws defining the interfacial shear stress are available in the literature. For the numerical simulation of FSW process, Coulomb's and Norton's laws are the most commonly used.
Coulomb's friction law
Adopting Coulomb's law, the shear stress depends on the normal contact pressure, n  :
where T τ is the shear stress,  is the Coulomb's friction coefficient, T v  is the relative sliding velocity between the tool and the workpiece and
is the sliding direction. This model has been extensively used in FSW simulations, for instance in [1, 4, 19, 20] . It is the natural option when the Lagrangian framework is adopted. Coulomb's law assumes that friction is proportional to the normal pressure. Observe that this friction model does not account for the actual material strength of the subjacent workpiece. This ultimate strength typically depends on the actual temperature field and strain rate (which is proportional to the rotation velocity). Hence, standard Coulomb's model overestimates the friction conditions. To accommodate it, the maximum tractions induced by friction must be limited to the actual (temperature-dependent) shear strength threshold (e.g. Tresca's model).
Norton's friction law
In Guerdoux [22] , Norton's friction model is used and it is shown that this model provides more realistic temperature fields if compared to the Coulomb's law. In fact, Coulomb's friction law provides an increase of temperature at the tip of the pin, while Norton's friction model results in a more homogeneous temperature distribution along the pin section. This friction law relates the friction shear stress T τ to the sliding velocity
is the (temperature-dependent) material consistency parameter and 0≤q(T)≤1 is the (temperature dependent) sensitivity parameter. Norton's law is the natural option when the Eulerian framework is adopted [22] . This model only depends on the sliding velocity so that it presents a distribution of the friction shear stress proportional to the distance from the rotation axis. The original model does not depend on the normal pressure between the pin-shoulder and the workpiece and its actual distribution at the contact interface.
Modified Norton's friction law
In this work, a modified Norton's friction model is proposed. The main idea is to take into account the effects of a non-uniform distribution of the pressure field below the pinshoulder as the Coulomb's model does. The experimental evidence suggests higher values of friction at the front side of the tool reducing in the rear part [23, 35] . This is consistent with the pressure distribution in FSW where the front of the pin-tool suffers higher compression than the rear side (see figure 8 ). Hence, the model proposed assumes a modified consistency parameter depending on the actual position of each point at the contact interface with respect to the rotation axis and the advancing velocity. The proposed modified Norton's friction law reads:
The non-uniform definition of the consistency parameter,   T x a , is shown in figure 1 , and is characterized by the following expression, as:
being x the distance of each point located at the tool/workpiece interface from the rotation axis projected along the welding direction while R is the shoulder radius.
Hence, the proposed model enhances the original Norton's friction model, by assuming a consistency parameter that accounts for the effect of the normal pressure distribution which is typically found in a FSW process. This pressure distribution is generally nonuniform at the shoulder/workpiece interface: it is maximum in front of the tool and minimum in the rear part as shown in figure 8 . The proposed consistency parameter is normalized according to the tool radius. This model is applicable to any types of tool as only radius enters into formula. Figure 1 shows the qualitative distribution of the consistency parameter at the contact surface between the tool and the workpiece. Note that, the consistency parameter is sensitive to the position along the welding direction (x) while it is constant through the cross-direction (y). Hence, the friction traction presents a variation from its maximum value   T a max at the front side of the shoulder to   T a min at the rear side. Note that, by a proper selection of parameters   T a max and   T a min , it is possible to achieve sticking condition at the front side and slipping conditions at the rear side of the shoulder. Moreover, the consistency parameter depends on the temperature field distribution at the contact interface. For the sake of simplification as well as to avoid a complex calibration work, in this work we assume an almost constant temperature distribution at the contact interface and therefore the parameters   depend on the value of the sensitivity parameter q used in equation (2) . That is why it is called "consistency parameter". The proposed friction model has been enhanced to account for the pressure distribution applied by the pin-shoulder over the workpiece. Nevertheless, it is also necessary to account for the actual value of the normal loading applied during the FSW process. This vertical loading translates into a non-uniform normal pressure distribution at the shoulder/workpiece interface (see figure 2 ). In this work, the numerical strategy to simulate the FSW process assumes an ALE/Eulerian framework being the velocity the driving variable of the problem. This apropos kinematic framework for FSW has been proposed in previous works [6, 7] . According to this approach, stir zone is described in the ALE framework, while the Eulerian description is considered for the rest of the workpiece domain. Assuming a rigid pin-tool (as compared to the softer material at the TMAZ), the vertical loading can be prescribed by imposing a vertical velocity of the pin-shoulder surface (see figure 2a ). As a consequence, a non-uniform normal reaction distribution is obtained. This prescribed vertical movement is calibrated so that the resultant vertical reaction matches the actual vertical loading. As an alternative, it is possible to apply normal tractions at the top surface of the shoulder (Neumann's condition). However, in this case a non-uniform vertical velocity distribution is typically obtained (see figure  2b) , meaning that the tool is not actually represented as a rigid body. 
The solution strategy
In this work, a two-stage speed-up strategy previously proposed by the authors in [12] is adopted (see figure 3 ). In both stages the coupled thermo-mechanical problem is solved using a staggered algorithm.
In the first phase, the speed-up stage, the coupled thermo-mechanical analysis is intended to quickly reach the thermal steady-state. The pin tool is kept fix so that an Eulerian framework is adopted. The thermal field obtained is very close to the periodic temperature distribution when the pin is rotating. To achieve this objective, the inertia term in the energy balance equation is modified to accelerate the transient stage by decreasing the thermal capacity.
In the second phase, the periodic stage, the coupled thermo-mechanical analysis is launched assuming, as initial condition, the temperature and velocity fields obtained in the first stage (see figure 3 ). In this second stage, an apropos kinematic framework is adopted combing ALE, Eulerian and Lagrangian formulations for the stir zone, the workpiece and the pin-tool, respectively. This kinematic framework has been proposed in our previous work [6, 7] and has been used in all the subsequent developments. Further details of this approach are detailed therein.
The two-stage strategy allows for a fast and accurate analysis of non-cylindrical pinshapes leading to a periodic solution according to the rotation of the pin (see figure 3 ). Moreover, the CPU time can be reduced by almost 50 times compared to the standard single-stage transient model, while resulting in the same steady-state process conditions (see figure 4 ) while preserving the capabilities of the original model to predict FSW process forces and torque for any pin shape.
The balance equations are solved by a stabilized mixed velocity-pressure FE formulation which has proved to have excellent performance for isochoric material flow [38, 39, 40] .
The simulations in this work are carried out using the in-house finite element code COMET [31] developed by the authors. The results post-processing is performed by the pre and postprocessor software, GiD, developed at CIMNE [32] . 
Numerical assessment in 2D
The objective of this example is to assess the performance of the proposed friction model and compare it with the standard Norton's law. The differences between the two friction laws in terms of pressure distribution, material stirring (plastic dissipation), temperature and velocity fields are analysed. The final objective is to obtain both traveling and transversal forces as well as the pin torque as close as possible to the experimental evidence.
A 2D square shaped aluminium workpiece 44×44 mm 2 and a circular pin of 8 mm diameter are considered (see Figure 5 ). The advancing and rotational velocities are 400 mm/min and 400 rpm, respectively. These parameters are the ones used in the FSW experiment for the sake of model calibration. This first 2D simulation is performed to simply and speed-up the actual analysis by neglecting the 3D effects induced by the pin-shoulder. The mesh used in this simulation is of 27,000 triangular elements and 13,000 nodes, respectively. The boundary conditions are defined by prescribing the advancing velocity of the workpiece, in the opposite direction to the weld direction (relative movement) and rotating speed applied to the tool. The material characterization of the aluminium alloy (Al6063-T6) is presented in Figures 6 and 7 . A large number of experimental tests have been performed by the industrial partner (Sapa) to assess the material behaviour within the entire temperature and strain-rate range typically encountered in this FSW process. Material data is obtained from torsion tests performed at NTNU. The result of this experimental campaign is given in terms of stress/strain-rate or equivalently, viscosity/strain-rate curves within the working temperature range varying from 350 to 575 ºC. The curves corresponding to temperatures values outside this range have been extrapolated.
Four case studies are considered: 1) fully sticking condition, meaning that sliding between the pin-tool and the workpiece is not permitted; 2) fully slipping conditions, meaning that no shear stress occurs because of friction, 3) the Norton's friction model; 4) the modified Norton's friction model proposed in this work.
In the previous work of the authors [12] , the first two cases have been analysed being the limit conditions for the friction model. Note that, fully sticking condition means that there is no sliding between tool and the workpiece and the material flows according to the tool velocity. In the numerical simulation this can be achieved either by setting a very large friction coefficient at the contact interface or by replacing the contact law by linking the velocities of each node at the contact surfaces between the pin and workpiece. As a result, the material velocity on the tool surface is exactly the same as the velocity at the workpiece interface.
According to the friction model proposed here, the fully sticking case can be recovered when the consistency parameter a→∞, while the slip case is obtained when a = 0. For this first analysis, the modified Norton's friction model is assessed by assuming amin = 10 5 and amax = 10 7 . The sensitivity parameter considered is q = 0.5. These parameters are used for comparing the friction model proposed here with the standard Norton model. For the standard Norton's friction model, an average value a = 0.5×(amax +amin) is used (a = 5.05×10 6 ).
Note that, for a 2D analysis the friction model affects exclusively the contact interaction between the pin surface and the workpiece. This is just the line between the two bodies.
The standard Norton's law accounts for the relative velocity between the pin and the workpiece, only. Contrariwise, in our proposal, the friction model assumes a nonuniform pressure distribution around the pin tool as shown in figure 8 . Figure 9 shows the plastic dissipation field obtained for the two limit cases as well as for Norton's and the modified Norton's laws. The differences between the two friction models are clear. While in the Norton's friction model a uniform distribution of the plastic dissipation is observed in a tiny band around the pin, the modified Norton's friction model results in a non-uniform distribution which varies from a maximum value in front of the pin (where the friction parameter is maximum) to a minimum value at rear of the pin (see Figure 9 ). This non-uniform distribution of the plastic dissipation leads to a much accurate estimation of the FSW forces. Particularly, the value of the transversal force is increased by one order of magnitude justifying performance of the proposed friction model. Table 1 shows the torque and forces values corresponding to the different friction models. It is noteworthy that they do not necessarily lie between those of the fully slip and stick cases.
The effect of the proposed friction model can be also seen in the streamlines plots. Figure 10 shows the streamlines around the pin using fully slip, fully stick and both friction models. The pin is an obstacle in the fully slip case and the material flow passes tangentially around the pin. In this case the transversal force acting on the pin is zero ( figure 10a ). In the fully stick case, similarly to the result achieved using the Norton's friction model, the material goes from the retreating side where material flow follows the tool motion to the advancing side where a flow stagnation point exists. In this case, the resulting transversal forces are very small (figures 10b and 10d) because of the 'near-symmetry' of the streamlines with respect to the vertical direction passing through the center of the pin-tool. Contrariwise, the transversal forces are apparent in the case of applying the modified Norton's friction model ( figure 10c ). In this case, the streamlines pattern is clearly non-symmetric in the upstream and downstream sides of the tool and the stagnant location is positioned on top-rear of the pin. Hence, the modified Norton's friction law generates a non-uniformly distribution of the material flow around the pin allowing for the development of the transversal force. 
Calibration of the 3D numerical model by experimental data
In this section, the numerical simulation of the FSW process is performed for a featureless cylindrical pin-tool. The results obtained using the modified and standard Norton's friction models are compared with the experimental measurements performed by the industrial partner (Sapa).
The tool and the workpiece geometries are shown in figure 11 (dimensions are given in mm). A tool with a flat shoulder and a featureless cylindrical pin is used ( figure 12 ). In this test, the tool tilt angle is kept constant at 0° and the plunging depth of the pinshoulder into the workpiece is negligible during the full welding process. The process parameters are as follows: advancing velocity = 400 mm/minute and tool rotation speed = 600 rpm (see figure 11d ). The material used in this test is aluminium alloy (Al6063-T6). The temperature-dependent thermo-mechanical properties are the ones presented in the previous example. Figure 11 , shows the position of the thermocouples in a transversal section of the workpiece with respect to the tool. The thermocouples are located as follows: A1 under the pin, A2 under the shoulder, A5 in the advancing side and R1 in the retreating side of the workpiece. Figure 12 shows the experimental settings including the FSW robot, workpiece, tool, clamping system and thermocouples. The thermocouples are K-type of 0.5 mm and the temperature data is recorded by a a Dewesoft Sirius logger. The mesh used in the simulation consists of 74,000 nodes and 430,000 tetrahedral elements, respectively. The mesh resolution for the tool and workpiece is shown in figure 13 . A finer mesh is used close to the pin/workpiece to interface to capture the high temperature gradients as well as the material flow in the TMAZ.
Also in this case, to accelerate the analysis, the two-stage simulation strategy developed by the authors is used. The total CPU time for each analysis performed is of approximately 8 hrs (Intel core i7 processor).
The workpiece is solved in the Eulerian framework where the inflow velocity is prescribed in the opposite direction of the welding process. The pin-tool is modelled as a rigid body.
The thermal boundary conditions are defined in terms of the heat loss by convection with the surrounding environment and the heat conduction through the backing plate, while he contact condition at the tool/workpiece interface depends on the the friction law selected.
A sensitivity analysis has been performed to calibrate the corresponding heat transfer coefficients which controls the heat loss by convection through the surrounding environment. The value used is: hconv=10 W/m 2 K with an environment temperature: env T = 20ºC.
The heat flux between the workpiece and the backing plate is driven by the heat transfer coefficient by conduction (Newton's law) which has been set to: hcond = 1500 W/m 2 K.
Note that, the heat flux through the backing plate is the responsible of the majority of the heat loss during FSW as shown by in Soundararajan et al. [26] . In the literature, the typical values for heat conduction coefficient ranges from hcond = 350 W/m 2 K in Chao et al. [29] to hcond = 5000 W/m 2 K in Khandkar et al. [30] .
In our simulation, it is assumed that 70% of the plastic dissipation is converted into heat [24, 25] .
The modified Norton's law to account for the frictional contact at the pin/workpiece and shoulder/workpiece interfaces is assumed. The consistency parameters (amin and amax ) at both interfaces are estimated through a trial-and-error calibration procedure by matching the experimental data in terms of both temperature evolution and process forces. The optimal values obtained for the analysis are: amin=4×10 7 and amax=8×10 8 used for both shoulder/workpiece and pin/workpiece interfaces. To account for the vertical loading, a prescribed vertical velocity of 2.5 mm/s is applied at the pin shoulder interface. These sets of parameters correspond to the best fitting of the experimental results in terms of temperature evolution at the thermocouples close to the tool (those clearly affected by heat generation) as well as for the forces and torque values (see figure 14 and table 2 ). An identical simulation using the original Norton's model with the sensitivity coefficient a = 0.5×(amin+amax) = 4.2×10 8 at both shoulder/workpiece and pin/workpiece interfaces is performed. The objective is to show the behaviour of the two friction models in terms of mechanical and thermal results as well as to compare them with the experimental evidence. Table 2 summarizes the most relevant results of the numerical analyses and compares them with the experimental data. The forces are computed by appropriate integration of the tractions acting at the contact interface. The influence of the friction laws selected is evident. Comparing the computed values of the process forces, it is noteworthy that both models are able to capture very well the longitudinal and vertical loading as well as the torque. The transversal force is remarkably well estimated by using the proposed modified Norton's friction model while the standard Norton's law is incapable of capturing it. Figure 14 illustrates the temperature evolution at the four thermocouples located in both advancing and retreating sides of the workpiece. Using Norton's and modified Norton's models, the temperature evolutions are found to be in a good agreement with the experimental measurements.
FSW is a complex process, highly nonlinear and strongly thermo-mechanically coupled. The material parameters are temperature dependent and difficult to characterize. The fact that a nearly perfect match is obtained at various thermocouples as well as forces in all the directions for a single value of a consistency parameter indicates that the model is robust and satisfactory. Figure 15 reveals a lower temperature at the head of the pin. Thus the flow stress there is higher than at the rear side where the material is hotter and softer. There exists a very slight difference between the temperature contours of the two friction models as confirmed by the temperature evolutions obtained at the thermocouples location ( Figure  11 ). Figure 16 shows the temperature contour fills on the pin: the temperature ranges between 400-510 ºC. Thus the temperature-dependent material parameters at the HAZ vary in this range according with the experimental characterization performed by the industrial partner (Sapa). The small temperature range which affects the TMAZ during the FSW also confirms the hypothesis of assuming constant consistency parameters for the friction model. Remark: Note that thermal results of the numerical simulation cannot be directly compared to the observed measurements. In the simulation, the analysis is performed in an Eulerian framework, where the points of the mesh are spatial points, while the measurements are obtained at material points. Spatial points are fixed in time while material points move according to the deformation of the material. Therefore, the temperatures recorded at the thermocouple had to be compared with the temperatures obtained along the streamline passing through the location of that thermocouple. This is possible because the mechanical model is in the steady state condition. Figures 17 and 18 show the velocity and plastic dissipation fields obtained with the two friction models. It can be clearly seen that the modified Norton's model generates a non-uniform distribution in both fields. As previously discussed in the 2D analysis, this non-uniformity allows for the development of the transversal force up to the actual value recorded in the experimental measurements. The final welded workpiece is shown in Figure 19 .
Conclusion
In this work, the results of the numerical simulation and the corresponding experimental calibration of a fast and accurate FEM model for FSW analysis are presented. Friction between the tool and the workpiece and plastic dissipation due to the stirring process are considered as the main sources of heat generation. The main achievement of this work is concern with the definition of an enhanced friction model accounting for the effect of a non-uniform pressure distribution under the tool able to accurately capture temperature evolution, forces and torque. The friction model proposed is a modified Norton's law that accounts for both sliding velocity and pressure distribution with respect to the rotation axis. On the one hand the thermal results are presented in terms of temperature contour fills and temperature evolution at the thermocouple locations. On the other hand, the mechanical results are presented in terms of longitudinal, transversal forces and torque. The agreement between the numerical results and experimental evidence is remarkable on both sides. The effect of the non-uniform pressure distribution below the tool translates into nonuniform distribution of plastic dissipation, temperatures and friction tractions allowing for an appropriate estimation of the transversal component of the FSW force.
